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Shamil K.  8:45 PM 

Hello Mr Tim,   

Is there any way to verify the legitimacy of these pictures ?  

I know some photo editing, I guess you know it too.  

So, in my objective reality this evidence of a profit is completely falsifiable. 
https://cryptoacademy.world/our-past-performance/  

Kind regards, Shamil 
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View Tim’s profile  

Tim McCracken  7:01 AM 

Hello Shamil,  

Yes 100%  

It is improving and still along way to go, the cryptocurrency space that I have 
been in since 2014 has been a very dark murky space.  

By the end of the next cycle it should be on par within most financial sectors. I 
come from and have operated under an AFSL (Australian Financial Services 
License) and RG146 qualified As an educator in cryptocurrency this is not 
required, however I have developed the Academy as if it is.  

So should you come on a journey with us you shall be bored by these 2 words 
you shall always hear "VERFIY " and "VALIDATE" We are a GENUINE ACADEMY 
and NOT A MARKETING COMPANY.  

In our higher-level programs payment does not deem acceptance and there is 
a process for entry and we do decline people into our Mastery Program 
especially our 12 month Create and Be Your Own Hedge Fund which has a 12 
month performance assurance.  

If someone is not the right fit for Mastery we guide them into the 
Generational Wealth Programs of which there is also a 12 month performance 
assurance as this program is for the more financially conservative. With our 
restructure we have implemented a step by step process.   

Please note the overall of our site is 85% complete as there are more pages 
and videos to be added and will be finished before Crypto Gym starts later 
this month. Crypto Gym is $AUD1 day and month to month , so someone can 
come on board, experience research and education to see if cryptocurrency is 
for them   

Then they can either do our DIY (Do it Yourself) Programs or go into the 
Crypto Concierge Programs and then the higher level Programs 
https://cryptoacademy.world/crypto-concierge-3/  
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After Concierge you can select any further higher education and the cost of 
your concierge is credited towards the program of your choice (you do not 
have to pay twice for a Generational Wealth or Mastery Program)   

Finally, as you will appreciate - we are giving you 1-month Crypto Gym AT NO 
COST TO YOU as we are launching later this month.  

The reason why we are doing this is as you know there is not such thing as 
"Free" - those participating will be asked to complete a survey as to what they 
did and did not like.  

To thank you for your further enquiry, we shall also give you a PLUS 1 for 
Crypto Gym and you can bring a friend for a month Finally, I refer to all of the 
indicated entry points on the data chart summary as per what I sent 

  https://cryptoacademy.world/our-past-performance/  

Every one of those entry points is recorded on my personal account 
transactional history and is available to be seen.  

The height of the market is recorded on charts.  

Last week I had a gentleman ask a slightly similar question and the process I 
out in place was that we has to enrol in any of the Concierge Programs on the 
provision that we would give him a "no questions 100% refund" that after the 
deep dive in the first session if he was not happy.  

He enrolled in Concierge Elite and paid his $996.  

https://cryptoacademy.world/crypto-concierge-3/  

After his first session I knew he had what it took to be qualify for our Mastery : 
Create and Be Your Own Hedge Fund. His expectations were exceeded in our 
first session ( I also took him into the transactional accounts on the exchange ) 
and we credited his $AUD996 for Concierge Elite to his payment in full upfront 
of and he paid the balance of $AUD6,968 upfront and his next session is 
booked for 11 am this Sunday.  

Happy to do the same for you Shamil. 

 Regards Tim McCracken  

BA Post Grad. BBs Cert III Finance , Business Administration , Cert IV Property 
RG146  Founder  www.cryptoacademy.world  
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